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To help counting from 1-10 we’ve created these free ladybird printable number flash cards. Each number has
alongside a group of ladybirds to help associate the visual number with the written symbol. After mastering
your 1 to 10, you can continue learning with the number flash cards 11 to 20
MATH EXPRESSIONS Number Cards 1–10 (back) Copyright © Houghton Mifflin Company. Title:
78371_TRB_VolAB Author: macuser Created Date: 5/31/2006 10:35:59 AM
My free printable number cards currently features the numbers 1 to 10 (I am planning a 11-20 set soon!) and the
cute bug images are free from picmonkey.com. Printable number cards 1-10! For my 2 year old she loved the
pictures and tried to count the bugs.
Roman Numerals 1-10 Chart. This is a common Roman Numerals Chart which includes all 7 Roman Numeral
Symbols used for representing the numbers of 1, 5, 10, 50, 100, 500, and 1,000.
Number Flash Cards Printable 1-10 Create your own set of number flash cards for your preschoolers by
downloading Tim’s FREE Number Flash Card Printables. This colorful deck of flash cards will provide you will
three ways to explain the meaning of numbers to your kids.
Number and Dot Cards Printables. These cards include numeral cards 1-30, number dice cards 1-12, and
random number dot cards 1-12. These are all sized the same so they can be used together. These can be printed
on colored card stock paper if you want them to be colorful.
If you’re just starting out with these cards, you might want to separate just a small set. Start with 1-10 and
gradually add subsequent rows. Ten ways to use 1-100 number cards 1. Say the numbers as you put them in
order. Separate a set of numbers, like 1-20. As you put them in order, count together.
Printable Number Cards. November 12, 2012 by Lauren Hill 11 Comments. I can’t begin to count the sets of
number cards I’ve made out of index cards in the past 3 years. It’s been many. I’m sure I’ve written numbers 1
through 100 at least two dozen times for various and sundry math games, drills, and hands-on activities.
A complete set of number coloring pages from 1-10. This set is great for young preschool children who might
be learning their numbers for the first time. You might provide them with stickers or stamps to place the correct
number on their page.
Numeracy Resources CD ' Bob Ansell 1 to 100 Number Cards 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 9910 0. Title: 1 to 100
Number Cards Author: Bob Ansell Created Date: 6/12/2001 10:39 ...
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